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Abstract In measuring optical constants relating to the reflection phenomenon， th巴
presence of oxidation layer at出巴 surfacemakes unclear the real material properties. 
h也ispaper，出巴influenc巴ofan oxidation protection lay巴ron出巴refl巴ctionconstant of 
the mat巴rialis calculated numerically田 afunction of the protection layer thickness for 
a film consisting of Si3N4IGd・Co.The saturation polar Kerr rotation of Dy-Co 
amo中housfilms with and without批 oxidationprotection layer of 10 [nm] thick， 
which are prepared at th巴sametime， was measured immediately aft巴rremoving th巴film
from the deposition chamb巴r. It is confirmed that出巴 d江f巴r巴ncein th巴K巴rrotation is 
less也an0.01 [deg] for a wavelength r阻 geof 600-1，000 [nm] and less than 0.02 [deg] 
for 400幽600[nm]. The K巴rrotation of a film with the protection lay巴rwas confirmed 
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